The massive fast of new scientific publications increase the need to a reliable effective automatic machine translation (AMT) system, which translates from English, as the common language of publications, to other different languages. Statistical machine translation (SMT) model crafted to deal with certain domain of text often fails when subjected to another domain. The paper addresses the characterization of language domains and their behavior in SMT, experiments the management of SMT model to translate scientific text collected from artificial intelligence publications. The effectiveness of Bilingual language model is tested against the typical N-gram language model, in addition to utilizing the fill-up and back-off techniques to handle different phrase tables from different domains. As not every human capable to translate artificial intelligence book, should have strong knowledge in the field, We suggest that in order AMT can handle different domains it must be trained by in-domain parallel data, adjusting weights for the words on different domains to learn the model how to differentiate between different meaning of same word in different domains.
INTRODUCTION
Our knowledge of science was built up over thousands of years. People of many cultures and civilizations have contributed to what we know today. Translation of scientific text is very important in transferring knowledge from one nation to another. Translating Arabic and Greek heritage to Europe on the 11 th and 12 th century led to the renaissance and scientific revolution on Western Europe. Now, it turns to Arabs to pass away others contributions to learn from and add to it. With the high speed of published papers and books, full depending on translators will be impractical; we need efficient AMT system for faster translation. Machine translation still not commonly used in technical or scientific documents translation. As there are specific words and terminologies may have totally different translation in different domains and function words surrounded, even some words have no correspondence in target language.
Statistical machine translation (SMT) is the state-of-the-art approach to machine translation of large vocabulary tasks. Since the approach was first presented in [1] and has been used in many translation systems since then. One drawback of this approach is sensitivity to the domain of the trained data, and that large amounts of training data are needed. SMT consists of two steps, first calculating probabilistic translation models, which are generally trained using sentence aligned parallel corpora for certain language pair. The second SMT step, calculating language models, that is responsible of reordering, which refers to the order of the translated word to generate good translation.
As the performance of the SMT system improves if this data is alike in topic and field, some researches proposed to use only in-domain data to build training model. METEO system [2] restricted the text type to weather data for French-English bilingual pair. As it was expected, the system is able to fully automatically produce high-quality translated output. Reference [3] claimed achieving BLEU score up to 56 translating movies subtitles as Swedish-Danish pair, using big corpus made up of only aligned movie subtitles for training. The challenge for SMT as studied in [4] is to create a system that can handle different domains, proposed the usage a log-linear combination of the in-domain and out-domain phrase table. Other used approach to handle domain adaptation is to use all available data to train a general system and to adapt the system to be trained on in-domain data for building language models [5] .
Language models are used to automatically learn target words order patterns from data. Word orders can differ significantly across languages. Most of the used language model was built depending on the target language only. Given n-gram frequencies, then building a classical model that predicts the likelihood of a sequence of words given their preceding word [6] . Recently Bilingual model was introduced to build more efficient language models ( [7] , [8] ). Claiming that most usually used n-gram model to extricate reordering knowledge built utilizing a target language only, so this does not take in consideration the translation correspondence but just models target-language fluency. Many researches attested that language models utilizing only monolingual corpus are not enough to have good translation [9] . This paper analyzing different approaches to overcome domain adaptation challenge, translating scientific text from English to Arabic, based on SMT steps translation and language models. We utilize a general English-Arabic corpus besides outdomain scientific corpus. The scientific data is collected from scientific publications and translated using Google, then Google translations were edited by a domain expert. First we examined the influence of different language models techniques, N-gram and Bilingual approaches, Secondly; we analyzed two different techniques to adapt the phrase pair scoring of different domains phrase tables. By studying the steps distinctly, we are able to combine the techniques from the experimented approaches in a new way and improve the translation quality.
RELATED WORK
Linguistics has mostly used the term sublanguages for specific types of texts within one language, while in the MT area, the term language domain is more common. Since the 90's data driven approaches headed the research on AMT. One of the weaknesses is handling different text sublanguages to be translated; words in source language could have completely different meaning in different domains. For example the word "deduction" in general domain translated to ‫,"ﺧﺼﻢ"‬ while in scientific domain should translated to ‫,"أﺷﺘﻘﺎق"‬ "Induction" in general is ‫,"ﺗﻘﻠﯿﺪ"‬ in science is ‫,"اﺳﺘﻘﺮاء"‬ in medical ‫."ﺗﺤﺮﯾﺾ"‬ Human translators must have strong background knowledge about the domain field as much as knowledge in linguistics and vocabulary of the pair of languages, and as well machines.
A. Language Models
Language model is one of the most important modules in statistical machine translation. LM normally includes a targetlanguage model, which directs a translation decoder about the perfection of a given sentence and the fluency of the translation hypothesis.
1) Probabilistic Language Model:
It is usually formulated as a probability distribution p(s) over strings s that attempts to reflect how frequently a string S occurs as a sentence. Statistical language modeling is concerned by estimating the joint probability of a word sequence. P (W1, W2, W3, ….Wn). This is always converted into conditional probability: P (Next Word | History), as in (1):
For example, trigram model, probabilities looks like: P ‫,ﻋﻠﻢ|اﻷﺻﻄﻨﺎﻋﻲ(‬ ‫.)اﻟﺬﻛﺎء‬ One of the main problems in n-gram LM, even with large training corpora, there is many valid word sequence can have small or zero probabilities. Therefore, smoothing Kneser-Ney discounting technique [6] applied to n-grams to reassign probability value producing better prediction for unseen words sequence. Reference [12] shown that pre-ordering source language to follow to target language word order significantly improves translation quality. They applied the experiment translating from German to English, sentences are reordered in the train and test data. Results showed improvement from 25.2% BLEU score to 26.8% BLEU score.
2) Neural Probabilistic Language Model:
Research on language modeling for machine translation has increasingly focused on the application of neural network in recent years; the use of Neural Network LM has shown significant improvements over the traditional n gram models. Even with smoothing in n-gram based LM, the discrete n-gram language models still can't handle words similarity, as words are treated as discrete variable. In contrast, the neural network language model set words in a continuous space in which probability estimation is performed using hidden layer neural network. The motivation based on that with accurate training of the word embedding, similar semantically or grammatically words will be mapped to similar points in the continuous space. And so, the NNLM can achieve better generalization for unseen words sequences. A main disadvantage of the NNLM is its very high computational cost during training. While traditional n-gram LMs can be trained in a few minutes using the SRILM or kenLM toolkit, it can take some hours to estimate a continuous space LM for a large vocabulary task.
The NNLM architecture proposed in [15] , a feed-forward neural network with a single hidden layer was used to calculate the language model probabilities. The experiments done on two corpora, one with more than a million examples, and a larger one with up to 15 million words, proved that using NN get better results by 10% to 20% than using N-gram language model. Reference [18] compared results using different techniques translating English to Hindi. First they pre-order English sentence to follow Hindi sentence structure, second the paper compared neural network based language model with different morphological features and finally, they explored the use of lexical WordNet to overcome the effect of Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) words on MT quality. Results showed improvement of BLEU score by 6 points using three types of features for building NNLM for Hindi (lemma POS, and NC), over Typical N-gram LM. Recurrent neural network architecture proposed in [14] , which allow the model to use arbitrarily long histories. They claimed significant gains after scaling up RNNLM in term of data and model sizes, speech recognition experiments show 18% reduction of word error rate.
3) Bilingual Language Model:
Recently, the use of Bilingual LM has shown significant improvements over the monolingual target language based LM. In the bilingual LM, both the aligned target and source words build the tokens of the n-gram model. For example, when calculating the bilingual language model probability for the word ‫اﻻﺻﻄﻨﺎﻋﻲ‬ ‫,اﻟﺬﻛﺎء‬ BiLM will take inconsideration the P( ‫_اﻷﺻﻄﻨﺎﻋﻲ‬ Artificial | ‫اﻟﺬﻛﺎء‬ _ Intelligence ), as it is spectacle that through bilingual model tokens not only consider the previous word but also the previous source word. Bilingual n-gram LM approach presented in [7] using units of source and target words called tuples. Experiments reported improvement in the translation quality of both Spanish-English and English-Spanish tasks.
Different approach than SMT proposed in [16] , using stochastic finite state transducer based on bilingual n-gram model. The experiment showed translation improvement on French-English translation task. The translation model is implemented as ngram model over the tuples, state a probabilistic relationship between sequences of source and target words, defining the similarity to phrase pairs. Even though this model based on phrase-model approach, it differs from the well-known phrasebased approach in two basic points. First training data is distinctively segmented into bilingual units (tuples). And second, the model considers n-gram probabilities instead of relative frequencies. Based on the good results of recurrent neural network in machine translation, the authors in [17] investigate the utilization of the RNN training on bilingual word aligned sentences. They used English-Iraqi (Arabic) corpus, first aligned by GIZA, then the aligned sentence pairs sorted with the sequential order were fed into bilingual RNN training, while the Arabic text was fed into RNNLM training. Results of translation on different test sets proved that bRNN gain better BLEU score over the base line model and the RNNLM by0.9. They detected better results to rare unigrams words while decoding, they explained it as better learning of the context of English-Arabic pairs gain over the bilingual model training.
Utilizing BiLM and part-of-speech (POS) examined on [7] , extending the Bilingual n-gram approach to handle word factors. They designated other variant of the original BiLM, using POS tags instead of the words itself. For Arabic-English translation task, an extra bilingual LM on the POS tags instead of the surface word forms was formed led to translation improvements. In this work different language pairs analyzed, with different n-gram and bilingual LM, in addition to exploring results adding POS word factor. Most of the recorded result proves translation improvement when combining POS and BiLM. Based on [8] experiments using lexicalized BiLM, in [19] they proposed adding syntactic information to the BiLM tokens. They claimed that the existing bilingual n-gram models are not enough to differentiate between alternative reordering's. The idea is to build syntactic representation of a translation during decoding by adding fragments from the source parse tree. They proposed to characterize contextual syntactic roles of a word in terms of POS tags of the words themselves and their relatives in a dependency tree. Creating BiLM tokens sequence t1 …tn as (2):
Where ei is the i-th target word, A: E → P(F) is an alignment function, F and E are source and target sentences, and ContE and ContF are target and source contextual functions. Different experiments sets were applied to Arabic-English and Chinese-English translation task. Results stated that utilizing source information yields to translation quality improvements.
B. Machine Adaptation
Machine translation systems are often built for very specific domains, such as movie and television subtitles [3] , or Weather new [2] . A translation model may be trained only from sentences in a parallel corpus that are similar to the sentences to translated, obtaining language model by including only sentences that are similar to the ones in the target domain [10] . A lot of researches proposed methods to combine different domains, training by set of domains corpus, utilizing mixture models approaches to score weights among number of phrase tables. Text classification methods employed to identify different text domains, such as discriminant analysis [11] , by discovering certain features to be learned in each text domains they can decide a domain for new text. The selected features based on certain word counts, and the frequency of certain words, results show that the text field identification task gets more difficult as the number of categories increase.
In rule-based system, there is set of rules especially crafted to handle language domains, whereas the statistical MT approaches using parallel training data dedicated for such a language domain. Domain adaptation techniques in SMT try to fully utilize the given set of data from source and target language pairs in different domains, combining knowledge from all available data to create a machine translation application capable of handling different source language text in different fields. Some proposed adopting only the language model, inspired by approaches in speech recognition [20] , the main advantage is that only monolingual, target language, in-domain needed. Another approach proposed calculation vector similarity and adds it into the phrase table and use it as a tuning and decoding time features [21] .The similarity is computed by comparing the vectorized representation of phrase pairs extracted from the development set and the training set.
By the claim that language model can't arrest connection between source and target languages , researches proved the importance and big sensitivity of SMT to the availability of parallel data in different sublanguages, as the translation model can be adopted as well ([4] , [5] ). Used methods for training translation model conjoining knowledge from different domains may be applied at corpus level or phrase table level. At corpus level generative models and maximum likelihood were used, where adaptation at phrase table level is either off-line, by a linear mixture of weights, or at decoding step through a log linear combination.One of the techniques works on the corpus level, filtering down data to the parts that are more similar to the in-domain data [22] .Claiming that bigger data not always offer better performance, and that the selected 1% of the corpus achieves better results. Other method depends on weights mixture model on text distances between in-domain data and mixture data set proposed in [23] . Different techniques explored in this paper, log-linear mixtures, dynamic adaptation, different text metrics to map weights, estimating set of features, two probabilities for the phrase table and one probability for each language model. Stated results show enhancement by the linear and log-linear mixtures over a baseline trained on the union of all training data, besides a set of held experiments using bilingual models results assuring the importance of considering both source and target languages.
Phrase Sense Disambiguation (PSD) is one of the used approaches to handle domain adaptation [24] , PSD is a discriminative translation model, which scores translation candidates for a source sentence using source context, dissimilar to phrase table translation probabilities which are independent of the context.PSD concerns translation as a classification task, in decoding time, the PSD classifier uses the context to predict the correct translation of a source sentence in the target language. At training time, PSD uses word alignment to extract training features, same as in a standard phrase-based SMT system. However, the extracted training features are not just phrase pairs, but with an adding feature representing the source phrases context. In [25] they framed sense induction and disambiguation based on topic models, as learning topic distributions for a word type, while disambiguation consists of assigning topics to word tokens. This model can be used to detect newly gained senses for a word over an old domain. In a recent study they implement a system for sense spotting approach for SMT to spot tokens that have new senses in new domain [26] .They used both general-domain sense dictionary, (French-English) and newdomain monolingual French text (medical, scientific & movies subtitles) to calculate two features: word-type and wordtoken. The model can determine which words demand a new translation in which domain, besides signifying which words need a new translation probability distribution when ensued to a new domain.
C. Translation Model Combination
In this technique it is required to adapt the translation model to capture new domain knowledge, without losing learned information from other domains or sublanguages. Domain adaptation for SMT can be implemented through translation model if parallel in-domain and out-domain data are available, phrase table level, many approaches used to combine several phrase tables by linear interpolation or instance weighting using fill-up.
1) Phrase Table Fill-up:
The original method of fill-up was conceived in [27] , to train speaker system and proved to outperform classical linear interpolation handling the problem of language model adaptation for speech recognition. And then was recently presented in SMT [28] . In this work, the phrase tables calculated from in-domain (news) and out-domain (Europarl) corpus are combined by keeping all the phrase pairs unchanged from the in-domain phrase table, and only adding in the phrase pairs from the outdomain phrase tables that are not occurred at the in-domain phrase table, as in (3):
Where PT _in and PT _out are the in-domain and out-domain phrase table. Results off all experiments were improved by combining in-domain and out-of-domain data phrase tables.
Another approach using the Fill-Up technique was described in [29] . They used the in-domain and out-domain scores and an indicator feature, the out-domain scores were only used if no in-domain probabilities were available for a sentence in the phrase table. They also extend the fill-up approach into the SMT reordering model, proposing as well study for pruning options. The experiments show that the fill-up approach is able to produce better translation and increases the efficiency of minimum error rate. Probabilities calculated such that T 1 and T 2 are the in-domain out-domain phrase tables, the translation model assigns a feature vector to each phrase pair φ (̃ ,), where ̃a nd̃ are the source and target phrases.
Where P ph refers to the phrase translation probability, P lex is the lexical weighting probability, and pp is a constant, so the fillup model T F is defined as in (5):
Reference [30] utilized support vector machine for estimating probabilistic feature, combining phrase tables from in-domain and general corpus for English-French language pair. They used the fill-up approach considering their calculated probabilistic feature instead of the original binary feature. They claim improvements of BLEU score up to 0.8 point using their proposed probabilistic feature fill-up approach
2) Linear Interpolation:
Linear interpolation is another approach for phrase table combination, based on computing the weighted average of multiple phrase tables and combining it on one probability model [5] . The new calculated probability model calculated as in 6:
Where is the interpolation weight of each model I, and (∑ ) =1. The interpolation technique has been implemented in many different systems according to how they set the interpolation weight, such as considering uniform weights or to set different coefficients. In [5] the author introduced set of comparative results using in-domain LM and interpolation combination technique with different pairs of languages French-German, Haiti Creole-English. Results shown that depending on pure in-domain LM, or even using small part of it, improve the BLEU score, as well as using more training data. In addition to another set of experiments, for domain adaptation proved that the modified calculated interpolation weights, depending on perplexity minimization scales, led to better translation. Resent empirical study [31] targeting grammatical error correction over SMT, reported results show increasing of BLEU score by more than 32 points combining different approaches. They add different linguistic knowledge to the parallel corpus, such as lemma, part of speech (pos) suffix, and prefix, in addition to combination of TM of phrase-based and factor-based using linear interpolation. Results verify the efficiency of combining different factored-based and phrase-based TM, besides proving the efficiency of adding the pos as a factor, that the model trained with this factor outperforms the others.
EXPERIMENT
There are several English corpora, in different sublanguages which have been created for the purpose of research of English linguistics since the 1960s. Certainly, these efforts led to the advance of different fields of English linguistics and especially machine translation. In opposite to Arabic language, we suffer from lake of corpora on different domains and enough size for empirical study.
Our experiments applied to scientific text from English into Arabic. The data is collected from scientific publications and books, especially in Artificial Intelligence domain. English text translated using Google, then Google translations were edited by a domain expert. Google translated text proved that SMT perform poorly when applied to a new domain. Many words and scientific terminologies were missedtranslated.Figure1 shows an English sentences and its Arabic translation by Google, domain expert translations and our model translation output. These examples show that there is a problem with the training data, this problem is either due to missing data or inappropriate statistical distribution of the training data. It is clear that there is a significant difference between translations.
Figure 1: Scientific text Human, Google, & our model translation examples
Our corpus consists of in-domain and general-domain parallel corpus. The in-domain scientific text was prpared by us, around 1700 K parallel sentence pairs as training data set and about 5000 target language sentences for n-gram LM , in addition to 5000 sentence pairs used for building bilingual language models. The tuning set are around 200 K sentence pairs, this set was filtered by skipping very short or very long sentences. We apply decoder on two different test files. For the general corpus we used nearly same size of the scientific parallel text, utilizing English-Arabic text from the WMT 2013 news-commentary corpus.
The whole set of data were tokenized, lowered case and cleaned using Moses preprocessing scripts, all experiments applied through Moses decoder [32] . The training data were aligned in both directions using GIZA++ [33] . We trained individual LMs for each experiment, using in-domain monolingual only or out-domain monolingual only. KenLM [34] was employed to 5-gram language models. The second set of trained LM based on BiLM,based on both source and target in-domain aligned text using Bilingual Neural LM. As the decoder constructed of different models, such as language model, translation model and reordering model a mean of weight adjusting tools were needed. Minimum error rate, MERT [35] used to find the optimal features weights, it adjusts and finds the set of linear models weights to maximize translation performance on a small set of parallel sentences.
For MT adaptation we experiments the results of two approaches for combining phrase tables of the two corpuses. The Fillup combination and the Back-off approach are tested [29] .Fill-up method keeps all the weights and scores coming from the first model, and adds entries from the other models only if new, and then add a binary feature symbolize to the attribution of an entry. Forming new phrase table and then applying MERT to adjust features weights. The Back-off is a simplification of the fill-up method, didn't add a binary feature rather it keep same number of scores. This step is held after building two separated translation models, one based on the scientific text and the other one based on the news-commentary corpus.
We implemented a BiLM as a feature function inside Moses, following closely the implementation delineated in [36] . For these experiments we used a target text of four words, and an aligned source window of nine words. As NPLM does not support separate source and target tuples, a parallel corpora used to extract 14-grams which consist of 9 source and 5 target words. Once the 14-grams are extracted we train NPLM on them as if it were a monolingual dataset. That's clue to a decoder which is about twice as slow as the phrase-based decoder without BiLM. Table I summarizes results of the first model, using only our scientific corpus for train, language model and tuning. BILM improves the BLEU score, while human revising show some loose of the correct sentence components compared to KENLM. In Table II we list the score of translating general text and scientific test, while only general text from the News-commentary corpus used for training. BLUE score decreased than the first experiment, while using general-domain in both train and test can be due to using scientific-based text for building both KENLM and BiLM language models. Finally results in table III represents the BLUE score translation scientific and general text, while using Fill-up combination method, again it seems higher score for scientific data set is due to the usage of our science data for building LM and tuning step. We compared our results by Google translation, calculating BLEU score for same test text, it's noticeable how it give far than accurate translation for scientific domain. It is clear the misunderstanding for many of the sense and new meaning gained to English words and terminologies when occurred in different domains. 
CONCLUSION
There are very small of Arabic linguistic research based on corpora compared to English and Europe languages researches, as we don't have enough Arabic corpus compared to other languages. As well as the need to a faster transfer of knowledge from English to our language, in order to start our scientific journey adding our contribution. From this concern we plane for more effort building our scientific English-Arabic corpus, to cover different topics in computer science field.
In this paper we addressed the issue of MT domain adaptation in SMT, proposing using different approaches together for as much as possible better translation for scientific text. We examine the efficiency of using the fill-up phrase table combination method besides the Bilingual language models. Both approaches prove efficiency when used together; fulfill better BLEU score than Google for scientific text translation. Combination method show robustness of collecting new domain knowledge, as the new sense a ward gained in the new domain. No significant difference shown when using Back-off instead the Fill-up approach. BiLM proves better BLEU score as was expected, compared to the n-gram language models. It can due to BiLM built upon both source and target languages, as translation is more complicated than using monolingual LM.
Overall, the experiments results prove how the state-of-the-art SMT translation is sensitive to the sublanguage or the text domain used in training the decoder. And that the automatic machine translation performs best depends on how well the test and in-domain training data matches.
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